The 29th Audio T Sound and Vision Show
2016: Bristol: Marriott City Hotel
While a broken hotel lift conspired to make the exhibitor’s workload that
much tougher, working through the night on the day before, by the opening on
Friday 19th pretty much all was in place, up and running. For the three days
there were queues round the block to get in at the opening despite the
unusually chilly weather, fortunately rain and snow free.

Round the hotel block queue at the Bristol Marriott, opening day

Occupying 6 floors of this Hotel with extensive ground floor exhibitor space,
What Hi Fi!, the co sponsors, put on their usual professionally run
demonstrations in a custom built listening studio ( image courtesy What Hi Fi?)

Clarity, the UK audio industry association presented their show awards and
here Arcam scored the jackpot for their first rate AV demo with a high power
Dolby Atmos configuration for larger audiences, expertly and informatively
showcased by Arcam’s Andy Moore who also accepted the award. Certainly
audiences were readily convinced by the power and quality of this installation
powered by Arcam, equalised by DIRAC, feeding complete sets of KEF
Reference loudspeakers including the horizontally disposed Reference 4c
working the high power centre channel. Atmos, as demonstrated here, was
immensely powerful and had a wide frequency range, and showed off the
intended enhanced envelopment and localisation.

Turntables were seen all over the show and nearly every room had the vinyl
replay option, some very costly. Tourage Moghaddam is seen here with his
stunning Vertere LP player, sharing demo resources with PMC. Newly
introduced is an amazingly stable vibration isolation platform heavily filtering
floor borne noise above 0.5Hz. The complete player is priced in the £40,000
region.

The new and massive infrasonic isolation plinth is in black acrylic, barely
visible below the Vertere turntable

The PMC exhibit won the Clarity Hi Fi System Award with new Bryston
Cubed amplification and PMC loudspeakers.

The large PMC demo room played to packed houses.

Technics have remade the legendary SL-1200GLA from scratch as the
tooling was worn out. This luxury edition claimed to be close to the
classic SP10 studio motor performance here with a new direct drive
motor design, and is expected to cost close on £3,000

Audio Note: After some years of research they have fully tooled their new trimotor, power balanced turntable, having solved noise and control problems
with very powerful advanced motors and new stable power supplies.
Conceptually derivative of the Voyd design it has a fully suspended subchassis and is rumored to sell at £3,000 plus arm.

Audio Technica showed no less than three semi-automatic turntables the
largest (lowest of the three images) strongly derivative of the original
Technics SL 1200 (and this is no accident) and is priced at around £250
depending on the cartridge fitted, and if one is present.

Urban Outfitters: fashion chain shop front with vinyl discs and record
players at Bristol
The Audio Technicas noted were on sale at Urban Outfitters down the street
from the Show, which outlet also had a number of low cost, low expectations,
all-in-one record players in the window, with vinyl discs to boot. This US
owned fashion chain has reacted quickly since it now stocks 22 record players,
including a retro Dansette on 1950’s tapered legs. It also sells Teac long
players and is reputed to have become the largest record player retailer in the
country in this sector now leaving Hi Fi stores for dust. Much of the trade is
for the all-in-ones such as the Crossleys and GPOs which may well spin a
disc but would likely not be regarded as high-fidelity.

Clearaudio added to their massive range with this eye catching belt drive,
built on a tripod mount and unusually sporting a top 78rpm speed. It is a
version of the Innovation Compact with a lower cost tonearm.

Devialet made a statement with multi amplification having seen the flagship
Kudos active system which had been premiered with the LINN DS
technology. The active crossover programming is readily uploaded to the
on-board Devialet DSP processor found inside these amplifiers. Devialet
approached Kudos to have a go at this Titan 808 project, probably the best
active system Devialet have yet driven and demonstrated. The amplifiers were
Devialet Expert Le400.

Dynaudio made musical sounds as ever with the slim, tall, Contour
3.4LE, ably powered by Naim electronics.

Elac were exhibiting their Andrew Jones Debut models for the first time at
Bristol, here the stand mounted version, fed from the Discovery Server

Epos were showing their new ultra modern K Series , here driven by
electronics from Creek especially the new Evolution 100CD which
includes a versatile multi input DAC.

Elipson were legendary for French broadcast monitor speakers
and have made many domestic models in recent years Here is their first
turntable, the Alpha with carbon fibre arm, one of two types, and built entirely
by the company, designed from the ground up. It includes digital and analogue
audio outputs and will wirelessly stream to an audio system.

The evergreen Michell Gyrodec Orbe SE turntable, here on a striking acrylic
platform

Malvern Audio Research put on a good show with this distinctive
equipment lineup in including the Ming Da amplification and the
hORNS loudspeakers.

MBL showed an unusual stand mount system in white, the MBL 120
with the new Noble Line electronics while highlighting how the
unique expanding shell tweeter was manufactured.

Mission is effectively being rebooted in the UK and Europe with stable
pricing for two new Karl Heinz Fink designed, and inexpensive, LX
series loudspeakers, the stand mount LX-1 seen here, and also the
floorstanding model LX-3 with three drivers, the duo somewhat
reminiscent of the moderate cost Andrew Jones designed Debut
speakers for Elac. Pricing is keen, £200 for a pair of stand mounts,
though the stands seen here cost as much again.

Marketing consultant Steve Harris is seen here advising the press of
their virtues. There will be more and larger models in this LX series.

Music First demonstrating with Graham Audio BBC LS 5/9 and Nagra
open reel tape replay.

Musical Fidelity’s new M6 Encore 225 prototype provided an impressive
sound in conjunction with the new B&W 804 Diamonds. This is a high power
all-in-one streamer amplifier with versatile facilities, a 1T HDD option, and an
impressively informative front panel display. Not least, it offers over
220W/ch.

Naim partnered with Focal to show off the DR upgraded range of Naim
separates power amplifiers, brave enough to A/B the two versions to the
public. Almost no manufacturer can, or dare pull this trick off, but by all
accounts Naim did. The new Focal Sopra No2 high power floor stander did

the honours and gave a good account of itself. Naim also successfully
compared interconnect and speaker cables.

Fed from a Rega 3, and with Naim electronics, Neat’s new floor standing speaker
looked even smaller than seen in this photo, this a development of the wall mount
Iota, but here with another bass unit hidden within. It has no name as yet so we will
dub it the Iota Plus for now. Crisp and upbeat, it was liked by many visitors.

Roksan Radius; the new version. This ‘from above’ image does not do it
justice so there is a ¾ view below. Motor drive stability has been greatly
improved over the original.

Roksan Radius, you would not imagine it was the same device.

Noel Keywood founder of HI-FI World, in discussion, nearing the end of a
long day!

The new Pioneer PL30k, an inexpensive semi automatic turntable,
USB and line out.

Pre Audio air bearing arm and air bearing turntable

Pro-Ject audio components surmounted by a Pro-Ject RP -5 Carbon
turntable.

Rega proudly displayed their award Queens Award for Enterprise while the
P3 in this photo was a real one, as seen below:

The elegant Rega P3 with glass platter

Phil Swift proudly presenting the new Spendor SP200 to a relaxed Roy
George of Naim. The new model is sealed box with two 330mm bass units
closely derived from the original BC3 monitor and sells for about £17,000.

While they began with box loudspeakers Ruark are making hay with their
widely available and versatile compact music systems

Spendor also launched the D9, a larger and more powerful version of
the highly successful D7

Power input to the powerful TAD Compact Evolution System One
I found an accurate, focused and punchy sound at this TAD demo.

TAD Compact Evolution System One

Tannoy showed their new and non concentric Mercurys, a bit loud
and bright when I visited

hificritic editors Paul Messenger and Martin Colloms answering
queries at Bristol Sound and Vision

iFi’s new Pro-iCAN headphone amplifier with hybrid and tube amplification.
That top cover runs pretty warm and I would not leave an LP on it! It has
versatile inputs and outputs including balanced headphone drive.

I failed to get a shot of the inexpensive new Sony turntable, PS-HX500, while
it was on show. Like others of its type it does not have audiophile pretensions.
With built-in RIAA equalisation it has line out and USB digital feeds.

Long established Zellaton loudspeakers made an appearance from Germany,
these the smallest from a wide model range. The sound was crisp and very
clear.
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